**FLEXIBLE, SOFTWARE-BASED EMAIL ARCHIVING**

Take control over the ever-growing volume of email and attachments your organization perpetually generates. As the industry-leading content archiving solution, Enterprise Vault software provides a cost-effective, innovative, and easy-to-administer approach to efficiently and effectively manage email storage via automated, policy-controlled archiving to online stores for active retention and seamless retrieval of messages and attachments.

Enterprise Vault is a stand-alone software based solution that integrates with Microsoft Exchange 5.5/2000 and 2003 environments to help you take control over the explosive growth of vital business content found in email. Each Enterprise Vault software component carries distinct advantages to help you meet this goal.

**Email Archiving and Management**

Eliminate quotas, message size restrictions and give users a mailbox of virtually unlimited size while simultaneously controlling message store growth. Admin-defined policies automatically archive individual mailbox email and attachments out of Exchange and into online Enterprise Vault stores. Optionally, shortcuts are left behind, allowing users to easily view or restore the original items transparently through Outlook or via extended Web-based search functions. This enables Exchange to focus on the dynamic handling of newer information while Enterprise Vault software acts as a high-scale, long-term repository for older information. Server performance is dramatically improved, and users enjoy instant access to all of their email without the associated cost and management issues.

**Seamless Access to Archived Content**

The true power of Enterprise Vault software is in the way it presents archived content back to the business. Indexing of archived email and attachments combined with seamless integration with Outlook, Outlook Web Access, and Exchange allows users to quickly and easily search and retrieve information. Shortcuts and Web-based search functions keep users instantly in touch with all archived email content on both a mailbox and organizational level. Whether searching for large volumes of email or simply locating a single item, the seamless presentation of the archived data is the winning feature of Enterprise Vault software.

With Enterprise Vault software, access to the archived information is seamless—end users need never know archiving has taken place—even if they are offline.
Archiving for Compliance and eDiscovery
Enterprise Vault software works seamlessly with Exchange 5.5/2000 and 2003 journaling in order to satisfy the corporate legal or regulatory retention requirements. Enterprise Vault can be configured to retain a copy of all email messages sent and received, ensuring that they are kept for the appropriate period of time required to meet regulatory or legal retention requirements.

Public Folder Archiving
Individual folders or folder hierarchies may be archived and replaced by shortcuts, and folder access controls are synchronized with Enterprise Vault access to control search scope.

PST Migration
Enterprise Vault software allows organizations to migrate all existing PST file data into the archive repository. Restoring user search and accessibility to this data enables the organization to effectively achieve PST eradication. Key features include:

- Server based “pull” migration or client side “push” migration (or a combination of the two)
- Identification of the ownership of PST files as part of the overall process
- Central view of PST files in existence on the entire network and also the current migration status of these files

Offline Vault — Laptop Access
Offline Vault provides laptop access to archived email even when not connected to the corporate network. Requiring low bandwidth, Enterprise Vault software can be configured to provide users with a local Vault stored on their PC hard drive. When a disconnected user tries to access an archived item via a shortcut, this item will be retrieved from the local Vault, ensuring that they have access to important content wherever it is located. At the same time the user’s email is still archived to the corporate archive, so it is not vulnerable to loss or damage.

Exchange 2003 Migration
Archiving older items out of Exchange 5.5/2000 message stores and into Enterprise Vault software significantly reduces the size of the store by up to 80%. The reduction in the size of each message store allows you to move email to Exchange 2003 much faster, providing a reduction in cost and time associated with migration, as well as improving server consolidation ratios.

Categorization Support
Enterprise Vault software supports the archiving of categorization information appended to email information. Categorization is a key driver in the management of email records and allows organizations to perform tasks such as mark and recall all email messages marked as ‘personal’ or retain all records marked ‘business’ for a longer time period. The category assigned to an email record can be accessed using the Enterprise Vault Business Accelerators and can configure the archiving parameters (e.g., category of archive content can determine the retention period).

Software Development Kit
Various integration mechanisms enable customization of Enterprise Vault functionality and provide the ability to plug in third-party components.
Further, Enterprise Vault software archive services may be harnessed by custom and third-party applications through the use of fully documented APIs developed within the .NET framework.

**KEY TECHNOLOGY HIGHLIGHTS**

**Lifetime Management of Email**
Automatically manage the email lifecycle from cradle to grave. Protect corporate intellectual property, retain access, and enable rapid discovery of content based on corporate defined policies. These policies can be defined and applied to an organizational unit (OU) or an individual user.

**Reduce Cost of Message Retrieval, Recovery, and Admin**
Save time and money spent retrieving and recovering old or lost email. Provide immediate recovery of key individual mailboxes.

---

**Seamless End-user Access and Comprehensive Search Functionality**
Shortcuts, integrated search, and Web-based search functions keep users instantly in touch with all email content.

**Optimize Storage and Utilize Cost-effective Options**
Reduce Exchange message store size by 50% or more. Supports any Windows® NTFS-conforming storage solution including magnetic or optical disks, Storage Area Network (SAN), or Network Attached Storage (NAS). Single-instance storage of identical items is maintained.

Policies are both reusable and granular to the individual or OU level.
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More information

Visit our Web site

http://www.symantec.com

To speak with a Product Specialist in the U.S.

Call toll-free 1 (800) 745 6054.

To speak with a Product Specialist outside the U.S.

For specific country offices and contact numbers, please visit our Web site.
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